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Connecting heterogeneous components. The platform 
facilitates the connectivity between commercial applications 
(e.g. BIM, simulation programs) and platform specific 
services  (e.g. benchmarking extraction) used by different 
stakeholders along the design, construction and monitoring 
stages.   
Linking stages through the building lifecycle.
The information collected by the platform 
at one stage of the building’s lifecycle can be 
used at another stage. For instance, energy 
monitoring data from existing buildings can be 
used in the design of a new building of the 
same type, with similar climate conditions. This 
way, the platform can support performance-
based design. 
Aim of the research > To create an integrated platform  which enables  different stakeholders  stor-
ing, modeling and analyzing energy information throughout the entire building lifecycle in order to im-
prove building energy efficiency.
Energy information Cycle. Dedicated 
services enable :
• data storage from different resources 
• information retrieval from the platform 
repositories:
• storing building descriptions in a BIM 
repository
• storing simulation outputs in standard 
forms in the SIM repository
• storing energy performance data in the 
PIM repository 
The services can be performed asyn-
chronously by different stakeholders us-
ing tools external to the platform.
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